
Fumble Table Completely modified by Hogan 

 
A fumble happens when someone rolls a natural (unmodified) 1 on an attack roll. Depending on whether the attacker is 

using a weapon or is an animal (or druid in animal form) relying on natural weapon, roll on the appropriate table below. 

No matter what the result, any further actions or attacks following the roll that fumbled is forfeit, and even if any saves 

are made, the fumbler suffers the loss of initiative the following round. 

 

All weapons. 
 

d% Results Effects 

01-19 Slip Roll dexterity or less on d20, or fall and be stunned for 1-4 rounds. 

20-33 Stumble Roll dexterity or less on d20 with -2, or fall and be stunned for 1-6 rounds. 

34-39 Trip and fall Stunned for 1-6 rounds. 

40-44 Off balance Roll dexterity or less on d20 with -2, or no action next round. 

45-49 Lose grip Roll dexterity or less on d20 with -1, or no attack next round. 

50-54 Lose grip Roll dexterity or less on d20 with -2, or drop weapon. 

55-59 Lose grip Drop weapon. 

60-61 Shield getting stuck Takes 1 round to get lose (roll again if no shield 

62-63 Shield tangled with opponent Neither character attacks next round (roll again if neither has no shield). 

64-65 Weapon tangled No attacks next round. 

66-69 Weapon knocked away Roll d8 for direction, and d10 for distance in feet. 

70-74 Weapon breaks Base 100% chance -20% for each 'plus' or ability of weapon. 

75-77 Hit self Half damage. 

78-79 Hit self Normal damage. 

80 Hit self Double damage. 

81-83 Hit friend Half damage. 

84-85 Hit friend Normal damage 

86 Hit friend Double damage. 

87-88 Hit self Critical hit; roll on appropriate Critical Hit Table. 

89-90 Hit friend Critical hit; roll on appropriate Critical Hit Table. 

91-92 Twist ankle Half speed for 1 turn, roll dexterity or less on d20 or fall. 

93-95 Helm slips Roll Dex. or less to fix at -2, -4 to hit until fixed (roll again if no helm). 

96-97 Helm slips Roll Dex. or less to fix at -2, no attacks until fixed (roll again if no helm). 

98 Distracted Opponents next attack at +3 to hit. 

99 Critical fumble Roll twice on table; ignore rolls of 99 or 00. 

00 Critical fumble Roll thrice on table; ignore rolls of 99 or 00 

 

All animals. 
 

d% Results Effects 

01-25 Slip Lose initiative next round. 

26-40 Stumble No attacks next round 

41-45 Trip and fall Takes 1-3 rounds to get back on feet. 

46-55 Snout struck Hit probability -2 for 1-4 rounds. 

56-65 Snout struck Hit probability -4 for 1-4 rounds. 

66-70 A limp is broken Lose 1/3 speed until healed 

71-75 A limp is broken Lose 1/2 speed until healed. 

76-80 Off balance Pushes allied (animal/human) down for 1 round. 

81-85 Gets stuck in opponent No attacks next 2 rounds 

86-90 Hits unbreakable object Teeth, claw or horn breaks (no more attacks unless regenerated). 

91-94 Distracted Opponents´ next attack at +1 to hit. 

95-98 Distracted Opponents´ next attack at +3 to hit. 

99 Critical fumble Roll twice on table; ignore rolls of 99 or 00 

00 Critical fumble Roll thrice on table; ignore rolls of 99 or 00. 

 


